Recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the skin treated successfully with single agent cetuximab therapy

Abstract: Recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the skin is a rare but difficult to treat condition. Frequently, the disease presents itself in elderly patients with poor performance status and bearing many comorbidities, thus the decision to administer systemic chemotherapy becomes difficult to make. In addition, current chemotherapeutic protocols response rates are far from satisfactory. Recently cetuximab, a chimeric antibody against epidermal growth factor receptor, is increasingly being reported as an alternative treatment. We therefore report this case of a recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the skin in an elderly woman with poor performance status and who had an excellent clinical response to single agent cetuximab therapy with complete resolution of the disease and minimal toxicity during the course of the treatment to provide evidence for future prospective clinical trials.
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Introduction

Squamous cell carcinoma of the skin (SCCS) is a common malignancy representing nearly 25% of the nonmelanoma skin cancer. Its incidence is expected to increase worldwide due to aging population and an increasing exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Initial treatment for SCCS is a wide surgical excision of the lesion. When the patients present with locally recurrent disease not amenable for surgery (due to location of the lesion or widespread disease) or with metastatic disease, there are a few options for treatment. Most of the studies assessing the efficacy of systemic treatments in advanced SCCS are nonrandomized and retrospective. Cisplatin-based chemotherapy forms the backbone of the treatment and high response rates have been reported in the literature. However, the majority of the patients who present to the clinic with advanced disease are elderly individuals who are in poor clinical condition and carry several comorbidities. Cisplatin-based chemotherapy is known for its commonly encountered adverse effects such as nausea and vomiting, low blood counts, and, especially, nephrotoxicity. Although these adverse effects are easily treatable in the more young and fit patient population, they are hard to manage in frail elderly patients with poor performance status.

Cetuximab is a human and mouse chimeric antibody against epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It is currently used in upper aerodigestive tract squamous cell cancers in conjunction with cisplatin and/or radiotherapy. Cetuximab has a low toxicity profile with good patient tolerance. Most commonly cited adverse effects can be listed as drug hypersensitivity reactions, acneiform rash, and diarrhea.
These side effects are either frequently low grade or otherwise can easily be managed without affecting the patient’s quality of life.6

We describe the case of an elderly patient in fragile condition due to the advanced SCCS. Her deteriorating nutritional status due to tumor mass in the neck region, which prevented oral food intake, further added to the poor clinical status of the patient. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for the publication of this case report and any accompanying images. Approval from an ethics committee was not required due to being a retrospective study and the information regarding the case is anonymous.

Case report
An 83-year-old female patient presented to outpatient oncology clinic with a large ulcerated nodule located in the left cheek and extending into the left neck region. Five years ago, a previously documented squamous cell skin cancer lesion located in the left mandibular region was excised with clear margins. The lesion recurred 12 months before presentation to the medical oncology clinic; however, due to poor socioeconomic status she was unable to admit to the hospital. Her clinical condition recently deteriorated because the cancerous lesion became too painful and she was not capable of oral food intake any longer. Radiation oncology department decided that it would be difficult for the patient to tolerate radiotherapy because the lesion was deeply ulcerated and it was occupying a large region of the left side of the face. A tissue biopsy was taken to confirm tumor recurrence (Figure 1). A computer tomography of the head and neck region demonstrated extensive soft tissue invasion of the tumor. She was referred to medical oncology department for chemotherapy. Standard cisplatin-based chemotherapy was not found appropriate because of the patient’s poor clinical status and therefore a decision was made to start her treatment with single agent cetuximab.

The patient was treated with cetuximab administered at a dose of 400 mg/m² every 15 days, from September 29, 2013 to April 10, 2014. After the second cycle of the treatment, performance status improved and regression of the ulceral lesion was visually observed. While the treatment continued, grade 2 acneiform rash on her face, neck, and mediastinum developed, which was successfully treated with vitamin K1 cream without needing dose reduction. She developed grade 3 anemia at the fifth month of treatment, which was treated with red blood cell transfusions as needed and the treatment was stopped at the end of 6 months because she denied any further therapy. The tumor lesion had completely regressed at the time the treatment was terminated (Figure 2). At her last follow-up visit, which was 12 months after the end of cetuximab therapy, she was still in complete clinical remission.

Discussion
EGFR expression is common in SCCS.7 Cetuximab is a monoclonal antibody that is directed against the extracellular domain of EGFR. After binding of cetuximab to EGFR, the ligand receptor complex is internalized and EGFR expression is downregulated in the cell surface. As a result, EGFR-dependent activation of tyrosine kinases associated with cell growth, proliferation, angiogenesis, and motility is inhibited. EGFR expression and a low incidence of KRAS mutations in skin cancers provide a rationale for investigation of cetuximab in the treatment of advanced SCCS.8

In a recent Phase II study, the efficacy of cetuximab was assessed in patients with unresectable SCCS.9 In this prospective study, which included only 36 patients, disease control rate was reported as 67% and the median duration of response in patients achieving a complete or partial response was 6.8 months. In the study population, the relation between status of several genetic mutations and gene polymorphisms with patient outcome was also investigated. There were two complete responses that had been followed up to 2 years without recurrence. Our case also had a complete response that had been followed for more than 12 months without disease recurrence. BRAF/KRAS/NRAS mutation was not detected in any member of the study population.

Apart from this randomized study, there are several case reports or case series reported in the literature describing partial or complete remission with cetuximab therapy in the setting of advanced SCCS.10 Although the overall response...
rate is reported to be higher in cases where cetuximab is given in conjunction with concomitant radiotherapy, there are several cases where complete responses have been achieved with single agent cetuximab. Maximum disease control rate is reported to be achieved at weeks 6–8 of treatment in several studies.\textsuperscript{9,11} Average lack of NRAS/KRAS mutations in SCCS may be responsible for the favorable response rate to cetuximab.\textsuperscript{10,12}

There are two older Phase II studies involving patients with advanced SCCS that evaluated the efficacy of targeted therapies. Combination of 13-cis-retinoic acid and interferon alpha was reported to have a high response rate; however, adverse event rates and toxicity profiles (febrile neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia, nausea/vomiting) were higher in both studies compared to cetuximab monotherapy.\textsuperscript{13,14} Cetuximab treatment with its relatively low toxicity profile could be considered a more suitable treatment alternative in the elderly population of patients with low performance status.

The safety profile and tolerability of cetuximab in SCCS patients is very good as reported previously. As was the case in our patient, grade 1 to 2 acneiform rash was reported to be associated with increased response rate and prolonged survival.\textsuperscript{9,15–17}

A predictive marker of clinical response to cetuximab chemotherapy in skin squamous cell cancer has not been previously defined. Whether EGFR immunostaining predicts response to anti-EGFR therapy is a controversial issue. While EGFR immunostaining does not predict response to cetuximab treatment in colon cancer, high levels of EGFR expression is reported to be correlated with treatment response to EGFR blockade in metastatic squamous cell lung carcinoma. Clinical studies suggest that expression rather than EGFR mutation is predictive for response to cetuximab in metastatic cutaneous squamous cell carcinomas.\textsuperscript{18} Unfortunately, the Phase II study only included patients with positive EGFR expression in the study group excluding the one patient whose tumor did not express the tyrosine kinase receptor.\textsuperscript{9} Interestingly we did not detect EGFR expression by immunohistochemistry (IHC) method in our case.

**Conclusion**

Our case demonstrates that cetuximab monotherapy is a plausible treatment alternative for patients with advanced SCCS; especially for those elderly patients who are not suitable for combination chemotherapy or radiotherapy. We think that there is enough encouraging data in literature to carry out further Phase III research studies to clearly identify the role of this promising treatment modality in advanced SCCS patients.
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